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Abstract

Integration of multiple heterogeneous data sources con-
tinues to be a critical problem for many application do-
mains and a challenge for researchers world-wide. With
the increasing popularity of the XML model and the prolif-
eration of XML documents on-line, automated matching of
XML documents and databases has become a critical prob-
lem. In this paper, we present a hybrid schema match algo-
rithm - QMatch - that provides a unique framework for com-
bining existing structural and linguistic algorithms while
exploiting additional information inherent in XML docu-
ments such as the order of XML elements to provide im-
proved levels of matching between two given XML Schemas.
QMatch is based on an extension of our previous work on
QoM, a Quality of Match metric that measures the “good-
ness” of a match of two UML-based schemas. We now ex-
tend the QoM taxonomy to encapsulate the richness of in-
formation captured in XML Schemas and provide a quali-
tative and quantitative analysis of the information capac-
ity of XML Schemas. QoM provides not only a means of
tuning existing schema match algorithms to output at de-
sired levels of matching but also provides an effective basis
for a new schema match algorithm. In this paper we show
via a set of experiments the benefits of QMatch over using
individual structural and linguistic algorithms for schema
matching, and provide an empirical measure of the accu-
racy of QMatch in terms of the true positives discovered by
the algorithm.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of the Internet and the large acceptance

of the XML standard has led to a growing number of XML

documents on the Web, making the comparison of the Web

to a “database” closer to reality than ever before. And like

for any other database, users of this large database require

fast and efficient querying to get to the desired nuggets of

information. Today keyword searches such as those sup-

ported by Google [9] and HotBot [10] (and others) are the

most popular form of querying the Web. However, while

these queries do indeed narrow down the contents of the

Web to the pertaining subset of information, they do not

have the expressive power for the user to specify an ex-

act query; and they often still require users to page through

anywhere from 10 to 100 pages of results. An alterna-

tive technique is the use of traditional query languages and

query processing techniques to query the Web using per-

haps a language such as XQuery [18]. However, the Web

does not have a fixed global schema that can be used by

the query engine. Rather the Web provides a melting pot

of information from many different domains. Even within

a given domain, semantically similar documents very pos-

sibly have differing schemas. One of the key issues in the

querying of these XML documents is thus that of matching,

where in the schema of the query must be matched with the

schema of the XML documents.

In this paper, to address this key issue, we present

QMatch a hybrid match algorithm that provides a unique

framework for analyzing and exploiting semantic and struc-

tural information inherent in XML schemas. The QMatch

hybrid framework is based on QoM [17] - a Quality of

Match metric that measures the “goodness” of a match be-

tween two entities based on the semantic (labels) and the

structural (contents of the elements) information, includ-

ing the children, the nesting level as well as other proper-

ties such as the order, inherent in XML schemas. Specif-

ically, in this paper we propose (1) an XML match taxon-
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omy that qualitatively categorizes the structural and seman-

tic overlap between two given XML schemas; and (2) a

weight-based match model that quantitatively evaluates the

quality of match, assigning it an absolute numeric value.

The QMatch algorithm uses this XML match taxonomy as

a guide for the algorithm execution, and also utilizes the

weight-based match model to calculate the QoM for every

node in the XML Schema tree combining both structural

and linguistic algorithms in the process. We present some

preliminary results to provide an empirical measure of the

accuracy of QMatch in terms of the true matches discov-

ered by the algorithm.

RoadMap: The rest of the paper is organized as fol-

lows. In Section 2 we present the XML match taxonomy.

Section 3 presents a cost model that quantifies the QoM be-

tween two XML Schema elements. In Section 4 we intro-

duce QMatch - our hybrid match algorithm. We present

our experimental evaluations in Section 5. Section 6 briefly

reviews relevant literature and we conclude in Section 7.

2 XML Match Taxonomy - Defining a Quali-

tative Measure of a Match

We define the quality of match (QoM) metric as the mea-

sure of ”goodness” of a given match. In this section we

define the XML Match Taxonomy that classifies the infor-

mation capacity of given XML schemas and based on that

categorically determines the quality of match between two

given entities. All examples in this section are based on the

XML schemas given in Figures 1 and 2.

2.1 QoM Match Classification for XML Schemas

The information captured by each individual element in

an XML Schema can be classified along four primary axes -

its label L, its set of properties P, its children (subelements

and attributes) C, and its nesting level H in the schema tree.

The label, properties and level axes are regarded as atomic

valued axes, while the children axis is considered to be a

set-valued axis. A match along the atomic-valued axes can

be classified as either an exact match or a relaxed match.

Exact Match. A match is said to be exact if the value

v1 of the axis, where axis is either the label, properties,

or level axis, in schema S1 is identical to the value v2 of

the same axis in schema S2. For the label axis, an exact

match denotes an exact string match, a synonym match or

an ontology based match obtained via a linguistic match al-

gorithm [12, 5, 3, 4, 6]. Consider the schemas shown in Fig-

ures 1 and 2. Here the label of the element OrderNo in the

PO schema matches exactly the label of element OrderNo

in the Purchase Order schema.

For the level axis, an exact match implies that the val-

ues v1 and v2 of the axis are identical. Consider again the

schemas shown in Figure 1 and 2. The elements OrderNo

in PO and OrderNo in PurchaseOrder are leaf nodes

existing at the same level. Hence these elements are said to

have an exact match along the level axis.

To decide the match along the properties axis we must

determine the match for each individual property. An exact

match for each individual property implies that the value

v1 of the source property p is identical to the value v2 of

the target property p. We say that a match along the prop-

erties axis is exact if there is an exact match for all con-

stituent properties. For example, assume that the elements

OrderNo in Figures 1 and in 2 have three defined proper-

ties, type, order, and minOccurs. Assuming that the values

of these properties for both OrderNo elements are identi-

cal, that is, type = integer, order = 1, and minOccurs =
1 for both elements, the match along the properties axis is

said to be exact.

Relaxed Match. A match is said to be relaxed if the value

v1 of the axis, where axis is either the label, properties, or

level axis, in schema S1 has some degree of match (but not

exact) to the value v2 of the same axis in schema S2. For

the label axis a relaxed match denotes either a hypernym

match or acronym match obtained via a linguistic match al-

gorithm [12, 5, 3, 4, 6]. Consider again the schemas shown

in Figures 1 and 2. Here the label of the element Unit Of

Measure in the PO schema has an acronym match with the

label of element UOM in the Purchase Order schema –

denoting a relaxed match along the label axis.

For the level axis, a relaxed match is synonymous with

no match and implies that the values v1 and v2 have differ-
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Figure 1. A Tree Representation of the PO
Schema.

Figure 2. A Tree Representation of the Pur-
chase Order Schema.

ent values.

For the properties axis, a match is said to be relaxed if the

consensus of the matches of the individual properties is re-

laxed. The match for a property is decided on an individual

basis. For example a relaxed match for the order property

implies that the order values v1 and v2 of the source and

target element are not equal. On the other hand, a match be-

tween properties such as minOccurs, maxOccurs, and type

is said to be relaxed if the property value of the source is

a generalization or a specialization of the target property.

For example, minOccurs = 0 is a generalization of the con-

straint minOccurs = 1. A full list of properties and condi-

tions for a relaxed match appear in [8].

Coverage Match - Total vs Partial. The match along the

last axis of information, the children axis, quantifies the

level of coverage of the sub-elements and the attributes in

the source element with respect to the sub-elements and the

attributes of the target element. Dependent on the level of

coverage, the match along the children axis is categorized

as either total or partial. The coverage match is total if all

children (sub-elements and attributes) of the source element

have a match with some child of the target element. For ex-

ample, in the schemas given in Figure 1 and 2, the element

Lines has a total coverage match with the element Items

in the target schema PurchaseOrder in Figure 2. A cov-

erage match is said to be partial if some but not all the chil-

dren of the source element have a match with children of

the target element.

2.2 Categorizing XML Matches - The XML
Match Taxonomy

Based on the QoM classifications presented in Sec-

tion 2.1 we now present a taxonomy for XML matches.

Leaf Match. In an XML Schema, a basic element dec-

laration provides the name of the element and a set of prop-

erties associated with it. This basic declaration holds for

both simple elements and attributes, as well as constrained

elements such as restriction elements. Leaf elements,

that is elements with no children, are compared along these

two primary axes of information, namely the label and prop-

erties axes. The nesting level for a leaf element is always set

to 0. In keeping with the general classification, the QoM

for leaf elements is categorized as either exact or relaxed.

A match between two leaf elements is said to be exact, E1

= E2, if both its label and set of properties match exactly

as specified in Section 2.1. For example, the match be-

tween the two leaf elements OrderNo in the PO schema

(Figure 1) and the element OrderNo in the Purchase

Order schema (Figure 2) is exact as their labels and prop-

erties match exactly.

A match between two leaf elements E1 and E2 is said

to be relaxed, if either the label or any of the properties

of element E1 have a relaxed match with the label and the

properties of E2 respectively. The match between the leaf

elements Quantity in the PO schema (Figure 1), and the

element Qty in the Purchase Order schema (Figure 2)
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is said to be relaxed as the label Quantity has a relaxed

match with the label Qty. Their set of properties match

exactly.

Subtree Match. We now take a look at an intermediate

node, that is a non-leaf node. We consider this a sub-tree

match as it is a comparison of two subtrees rooted at the two

intermediate nodes. Sub-tree matches can be categorized

based on (1) the number of children matches; (2) the quality

of match of the children; and (3) the quality of match along

the atomic valued axes of the root node (of the sub-tree).

Thus, two non-leaf node are compared along all four axes of

information – the label, properties, children and level axes.

Let us consider the children axis first. We use the clas-

sification of total and partial to compare matches along

the children axis. However, quantifying the number of

matching children alone does not give us an accurate as-

sessment on the quality of match for the intermediate node

along the children axis. We must also consider the quality

of match (QoM) of the individual children elements them-

selves. Combining these together, we now define four cat-

egories of match between two given non-leaf nodes: total

exact, total relaxed, partial exact and partial relaxed. A

match is total exact if all the children of the source element

have an exact match to some child element of the target el-

ement; total relaxed if all children of the source element

match some child element of the target element, but one or

more of these matches is relaxed. Similarly, partial exact

and partial relaxed can be defined for the case when not all

children of the source element have a match in the target

element.

As a next step, we combine the QoM along the children

axis with the QoM of the sub-tree root along the label, prop-

erties and level axis. The match along these atomic valued

axes is classified as exact or relaxed as before. Combining

these with the QoM of the children axis we now refine the

total exact, total relaxed, partial exact and partial relaxed

matches as follows. A match is said to be total exact if there

is an exact match along the label, properties and level axis,

and a total exact match along the children axis. A match

is total relaxed if there is one or more relaxed match along

any one of the atomic valued axes or a total relaxed match

along the children axis. A partial exact match implies an

exact match along all atomic valued axis and a partial exact

match along the children axis. Similarly, a partial relaxed

match is a relaxed match along one or more atomic valued

axis and/or a partial relaxed match along the children axis.

Consider once again the PO and thePurchase Order

schemas given in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Here the

leaf nodes (children of Lines), Quantity and Unit

Of Measure have a relaxed match with Qty and UOM

(children of Items) respectively, while the child Item of

Lines has an exact match with the child Item# of the

element Items. Thus, the QoM of the match between

Lines and Items is said to be total relaxed along the

children axis. The elements Lines and Items have a re-

laxed match along the label and level axis (they are at dif-

ferent levels in the schema tree), and an exact match along

the properties axis. Combining the QoM along all axes, we

state that there is a total relaxed match along between the

elements Lines and Items.

Tree Match. In an XML Schema, both complex elements,

wherein an element may nest other elements and have at-

tributes, and schema element can be defined analogously.

The match between such complex elements, termed tree

match, is a special case of the sub-tree match and can be

classified similar to the sub-tree match.

Consider again the two schemas given in Figure 1 and

Figure 2, and the match between the two root elements

PO and Purchase Order respectively. The two root

elements are said to have a relaxed match along the la-

bel and properties axis. Next let us consider the chil-

dren axis. The PO root has three children, Order-

No, PurchaseInfo and PurchaseDate, while the

Purchase Order has five children namely, OrderNo,

BillTo, ShipTo, Items and Date. There is an exact

match between the leaf children nodes labeled OrderNo,

and a relaxed match between the children nodes Purch-

aseDate and Date.

Now consider the non-leaf child node PurchaseInfo.

We match the sub-tree rooted at PurchaseInfo with

all sub-trees in the Purchase Order schema. Compar-

ing PurchaseInfo with the node Purchase Order

in the Purchase Order schema, we have the follow-

ing breakdown of QoM. The two nodes PurchaseInfo
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and Purchase Order have a relaxed match along the la-

bel and properties axes. Now consider the QoM along the

children axis. The children (leaf nodes) BillingAddr

and ShippingAddr have a relaxed match with the leaf

nodes BillTo and ShipTo in the Purchase Order

schema. We have shown in Section 2.2, that the sub-trees

rooted at nodes Lines and Items, i.e., the two non-leaf

nodesLines and Items have a total relaxed match. Thus,

the two nodes PurchaseInfo and Purchase Order

have a total relaxed match along the children axis. There

is no level match between the two nodes. Hence the node

PurchaseInfo has a total relaxed match with the node

Purchase Order.

Based on the match of the node PurchaseInfo, we

say that the node PO, the root node, has a total relaxed

match along the children axis. Given the height differ-

ence between the schema trees, we state that there is no

level match between the roots PO and Purchase Order.

Combining the matches along the different axes, the QoM

for the match between the PO and Purchase root nodes is

said to be total relaxed.

3 Match Model: Defining a Quantitative

Measure of a Match

Based on the qualitative analysis presented in Sec-

tion 2.1, it can be observed that there is a “goodness” hi-

erarchy between the different QoM classifications. For ex-

ample, a total exact is clearly a better match than a total re-

laxed or the other classifications. However, the distinctions

between the qualitative QoM classifications of partial exact

and total relaxed, or of two partial matches are not immedi-

ately apparent. To further classify this distinction between

two matches, we now provide a weight based match model

that quantitatively categorizes and ranks the QoM.

As stated in Section 2.1, a match is classified based on

the QoM along four axes: label, properties, children and

level. However, intuitively we know that not all axes have

an equal weight in determining the final match. For exam-

ple, the match along the children axis may be of a higher

significant value during the comparison of two nodes, than

say the match between their properties or even the match

of their levels. In keeping with this intuition, we assign

weights to the QoM of each individual axis to factor in their

importance in deciding the overall match of the node. The

QoM of a node is thus given as:

QoM(n1, n2) = WL ∗ QoML + WP ∗ QoMP

+WH ∗ QoMH + WC ∗ QoMC

(1)

where QoML is the QoM along the label axis, QoMP the

QoM along the properties axis, QoMH the QoM along the

level axis and QoMC , the QoM along the children axis. The

weights WL, WP , WH , and WC are the respective weights

for the label, properties, level and children axis. The high-

est match classification, total exact will always result in a

QoM(n1, n2) = 1. In the following sections, we now con-

sider the quantitative measure of the QoM for a leaf match,

a subtree match and a tree match.

Leaf Match. A leaf match is determined by comparing

the values along the label and the properties axes, and is

qualitatively given as either exact or relaxed. We ignore

the structural and level1 axes in this comparison. Thus, the

QoM for two leaf nodes n1 and n2 is given as:

QoM(Ns, Nt) = WL ∗ QoML + WP ∗ QoMP + C (2)

where C is a constant to account for the fact that leaf

nodes have exact match by default on children and level

axes.

Subtree Match. A non-leaf node is compared along all

four axes, label, properties, structure (children) and level.

A match along the label and properties axes, QoML and

QoMP respectively, are straightforward and are calculated

as described for leaf nodes. A match along the children axis

is calculated based on (1) the subtree weight; and (2) the

cardinality ratio. The subtree weight, denoted as Rw , is

defined as the normalized sum of the quality of the children

matches, and is given as:

Rw(Ns, Nt) =
∑

QoM(ns, nt)
|Ns| (3)

1Note that the QoM model provides the flexibility for comparing a leaf
node with a non-leaf node by simply altering the level axis QoM.
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where Ns and Nt are the source and the target nodes that

are being compared; and ns and nt represent the children

nodes of the node Ns and Nt respectively whose QoM value

is above the threshold value.

The cardinality ratio, denoted as Rs, is defined as the

ratio of the number of children matches to the total number

of children of the source node Ns, and is given as:

Rs(Ns, Nt) =
|N c

s |
|Ns| (4)

where —Nc
s— is the number of children matches and

|Ns| is the total number of children for the node Ns. Thus

the normalized QoM for a node Ns along the children axis

is given as:

QoMC(Ns, Nt) = Rw(Ns,Nt)+Rs(Ns,Nt)
2

(5)

A match along the level axis, denoted as QoMH , is sim-

ply given as 1 if there is a level match and 0 otherwise.

Based on the QoM along the different axes, we now calcu-

late the QoM for a non-leaf node, denoted as QoM(Ns, Nt),

as

QoM(n1, n2) = WL ∗ QoML + WP ∗ QoMP +
WH ∗ QoMH + WC ∗ QoMC

(6)

Tree Match. QoM of the root node gives the total match

weight of the schema itself and can be calculated in a man-

ner similar to the subtree match.

4 The QMatch Algorithm

Based on our qualitative analysis, i.e, our match taxon-

omy presented in Section 2, and our cost model as presented

in Section 3, we now describe a hybrid schema match al-

gorithm to match two schema trees. Figure 3 gives the

pseudo-code for the hybrid match algorithm. The algo-

rithm presents a recursive depth first search algorithm that

uniquely combines together traditional linguistic and struc-

tural algorithms, as well as algorithms that harness domain

type and atomic properties for deciding on a match. The

match algorithm begins with the matching of the roots of the

two input schema trees. The QoM of the two root nodes is

calculated based on the QoM function given in Equation 7,

where QoML is the QoM along the label axis, QoMP the

QoM along the properties axis, QoMH the QoM along the

level axis and QoMC , the QoM along the children axis. The

highest match classification for each of these axes will al-

ways result in a QoM = 1.

QoM = QoML + QoMP + QoMH + QoMC (7)

QMatch first recursively calculates the QoMC , that is,

the quality of match of all children nodes, followed by

the match along the atomic-valued axes, that is the label

axis (QoML), the level axis (QoMH), and the properties

axis (QoMP ). The final QoM is determined as per Equa-

tion 7, and the total match value (QoM) for the entire source

schema tree with respect to the target schema tree is pre-

sented to the user. The running time of the algorithm lies in

O(nm).

5 Experimental Evaluation

We conducted several experiments to evaluate both the

performance and the accuracy of the QMatch algorithm

with respect to linguistic and structural algorithms. For the

benefit of this study, we developed linguistic and structural

algorithms based on the algorithms presented as part of CU-

PID [12]. We use the same linguistic and structural algo-

rithms internally within the QMatch algorithm.

Experimental Setup and Methodology. The structural,

linguistic and hybrid QMatch algorithms were all imple-

mented in Java (SDK 2.0) and evaluated on Dell 2.0 GHz

Pentium 4 workstation with 512 Mb of RAM. All experi-

ments were based on XML schemas taken from three dif-

ferent domains namely, Inventory, Books and Protein, as

well as schemas from XML benchmark, XBench [16]. Ta-

ble 1 summarizes the schemas based on the total number of

their elements and their maximum depth. Full listing of the

schemas can be found in [8].
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PO1 PO2 Article Book DCMDItem DCMDOrd PIR PDB

# Eluates. 10 9 18 6 38 53 231 3753
Max. Depth 3 3 3 2 2 3 6 7

Table 1. Characteristics of the Test Schemas.

double TreeMatch (Tree: t1, Tree: t2)
{

Node: rs, rt
rs ← getRoot( ts )
rt ← getRoot( tt )

STs ← get all subtrees rooted at children nodes of rs

STt ← get all subtrees rooted at children nodes of rt

QoMsum ← 0 // QoM summation for current node
—N c

s—← 0 // Number of matching children
for all ti in STs {

for all tj in STt {
// calculate QoM for all matching children
QoMc ← TreeMatch(ti, Tj)
if QoMc ≥ threshold value

QoMsum ← QoMc + QoMsum

—N c
s—← —N c

s—++

Rw ← QoMsum
|ti.getRoot()|

Rs ← |Nc
s |

|ti.getRoot()|
// calculate the QoM for the node
QoMC = Rw+Rs

2

QoML ← linguisticMatch (rs.label, rt.label)
QoMP ← propertyMatch (rs.properties, rt.properties)
if (rs.getLevel() == rt.getLevel())

QoMH ← 1.0
else QoMH ← 0.0

// QoM for the parent node
QoM = WL*QoML + WP *QoMP + WH*QoMH +

WC*QoMC

return QoM
}

Figure 3. QMatch - The Hybrid Match Algo-
rithm.

5.1 Preliminary Results

Determining Weights of the Different Axes. The accu-

racy of the QMatch algorithm is dependent on the weights

of the different axes – an integral part of the weight-based

match model defined in Section ??. To determine optimal

Label Properties Level Children

0.3 0.2 0.1 0.4

Table 2. Weight for the Different Axes.

values for the different weights, we conducted a set of ex-

periments that computed the match values for two randomly

selected schemas, for different weight values. The over-

all match values obtained via the QMatch algorithm for

the different weight values were compared against expected

match values that were manually determined prior to the ex-

periments. We then repeated the experiments for different

pairs of schemas from different domains to determine if the

selected weight values would hold or would need to be ad-

justed. We found that a weight of 0.25 to 0.4 was ideal

for the label axis, a weight value in the range of 0.1 to

0.2 was ideal for the properties and level axes, while the

children axis tended to be the most significant weight and

ranged between 0.3 and 0.5. Table 2 shows the weights

that were chosen for the QMatch algorithm.

Algorithm Performance. The comparison measure-

ments, experiments that compared the runtime performance

of the three algorithms, matched schemas taken from the

same domain. A second set of experiments was also con-

ducted to measure and compare overall quality of the three

algorithms.

We considered a subset of schemas given in the Table 1

and recorded the running time for all three algorithms (lin-

guistic, structural and QMatch) for these schemas. Fig-

ure 4 gives the overall performance comparison for the three

match algorithms, linguistic, structural and QMatch. As

can be noted the runtime performance of the QMatch al-

gorithm is worse than that of the linguistic and structural

algorithms. This is as expected as the hybrid QMatch algo-

rithm combines both linguistic and structural algorithms to

calculate the QoM between the schemas.
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Figure 4. Overall Performance of match algo-
rithms

Algorithm Quality. To evaluate the quality of our ap-

proach, we compared the manually determined real matches

(R) for a given match task with the matches P returned by

the match algorithm. We determined the true positives, i.e.

correctly identified matches, I , the false positives, i.e. false

matches, F = P \ I , and the false negatives, i.e. missed

matches, M = R \ I . Based on the cardinalities of these

sets, the Precision and Recall of the match algorithm were

computed.

• Precision = |I|
|P | = |I|

|I|+|F | estimates the reliability

of the match predictions

• Recall = |I|
|R| specifies the share of real matches that

is discovered by the algorithm

• Overall = 1 − |F |+|M|
|R| = |I|−|F |

|R| = Recall ∗
(2 − 1

Precision ) represents a combined measure of

match quality, taking into account the post-match

effort needed for both removing false matches and

adding missed matches.

We evaluated the overall measure of match quality for

the three algorithms and compared them against each other.

We considered schemas from different domains, and com-

pared PO1 and PO2, Article and Book, DCMDItem and

DCMDOrd and finally two protein schemas, PIR and PDB.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of these algorithms in terms

of the measured quality.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the total number

of manual matches and the total number of matches found

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

PO BOOK DCMD Protein

Linguistic
Structural
Hybrid

Figure 5. Comparison of the The Overall Mea-
sure of Match Quality for the Linguistic, Struc-
tural and QMatch Algorithms.

by each of these algorithms for the different input schemas.

The graph does not depict a comparison for protein schemas

as it has thousands of elements, and it is nearly impossible

to accurately determine the matches manually. However,

based on the trends exhibited by the match algorithms for

the other domains, it is possible to extrapolate that the al-

gorithms will behave in the same lines for these schemas

too.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Manual (R) vs the
Matches (P ) Found by the Three Algorithms.

In general we found that QMatch algorithm did better

both in terms of the total number of matches found, as well

as in terms of the accuracy of the discovered matches. This

was consistent with our initial hypothesis and held for all
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cases where the linguistic and structural algorithms returned

matches in the same ballpark quality. Moreover if linguistic

and structural algorithms were in the same quality range, we

found an increased accuracy of QoM as determined by the

QMatch algorithm. However, we did notice a tendency in

the QMatch algorithm to average the match quality when

the match values obtained from the linguistic and structural

algorithms are individually on two ends of the quality spec-

trum - low vs high. Specifically, if the two input schemas are

linguistically disparate and structurally identical as shown

in Figures 7 and 8 or vice versa, we observed that the accu-

racy results of the QMatch algorithm gravitated towards the

higher individual algorithm (linguistic or structural) values.

Library

Title

Book

characternumber Writer

Figure 7. Library schema

human

body

man

handshead legs

Figure 8. Human schema

Figure 9 shows the total QoM values for the schemas

given in Figures 7 and 8. While intuitively this is in accor-

dance with the fact that QMatch combines linguistic and

structural algorithms, it also suggests that for such extreme

cases some tuning of the match weights may be required to

provide a more average match quality.

6 Related Work

Many schema match algorithms [3, 4, 2, 6, 12, 5, 13, 14,

15] have been proposed in literature to address the prob-

lem of schema integration. These algorithms typically rely

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

similar structure

Linguistic

Structural

hybrid

Figure 9. Overall Measure of Match Quality
for Linguistic, Structural and QMatch Algo-
rithms for Two Structurally Identical but Lin-
guistically Different Schemas

on two primary factors to detect similarities between the

schema entities: the label and the structure of the involved

entities. Integration systems [4, 2, 3, 6, 12, 5] typically

provide either individual algorithms based on these two ba-

sic criteria, i.e., linguistic or structural matching, or some

combination of the two [12, 7]. For example, Neirman et.

al [15] have proposed a structure-based similarity algorithm

that determines a match between XML documents based on

measuring the edit distance for the rooted XML trees. Mad-

havan et al., on the other hand, have proposed CUPID [12]

that combines linguistic and structural matching to estab-

lish correspondences between the schema entities. Tran-

Scm [13], on the other hand, performs schema matching at

the granularity of elements using a set of predefined rules

to match node by node on the graph representation of the

input schemas. SKAT [14] focuses on identifying the ar-

ticulation over two ontologies by comparing input schemas

based on their ontological knowledge sources and user de-

fined rules which are utilized to increase precision. Two

nodes are once again matched based on their labels. Struc-

tural similarity is established based on the similarity of their
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hierarchical structure.

Other systems such as LSD [1] and SemInt [11] use

machine learning and neural networks frameworks respec-

tively as an approach for combining different match tech-

niques and user feedback to ultimately improve the accu-

racy of schema matching. LSD employs and extends cur-

rent machine learning techniques to semi-automatically find

mappings between input schemas. LSD uses user-supplied

semantic mappings for a small set of data sources together

with the sources to train a set of learners. Each learner ex-

ploits different information in the input schemas. Once they

are trained, LSD finds semantic mappings for a new schema

by applying the learners and then combining their predic-

tions using a meta-learner. SemInt trains neural networks to

find matches between two input schemas. SemInt provides

a match procedure using a classifier to categorize attributes

according to their field specifications and data values and,

then trains a neural network to recognize similar attributes.

It does not support any linguistic matching.

While the basis of our work is still linguistic and struc-

tural algorithms, we differ in how these these are combined.

In our work, we focus on the disciplined combination of all

aspects of the semantic and structural information captured

in XML schemas targeted towards providing better accu-

racy and value.

7 Conclusions

In spite of the many matching techniques that have been

explored in the literature, schema matching still remains

a challenging area of work. To address this challenge, in

this paper we have presented a hybrid schema matching al-

gorithm QMatch that is specifically targeted towards the

matching of XML schemas. It is based on the measurement

of a unique quality of match metric, QoM, which provides

not only an effective basis for the development of a new

schema match algorithm, but also a useful tool for tuning

existing schema match algorithms to output at desired lev-

els of matching. Preliminary results show that in the aver-

age case QMatch outperforms the linguistic and structural

algorithms both in terms of the accuracy of the matches as

well as in terms of the total matches discovered. It should be

noted that the linguistic and structural algorithms used here

can be easily replaced by other perhaps better performing

linguistic and structural algorithms. Our current ongoing

work is focused on evaluating the quality of match and the

performance of QMatch with other hybrid and composite

algorithms such as CUPID [12] and COMA [5].
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